Abstract-This paper addresses the implementation of a datadriven control strategy in a real test bench based on proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs). The proposed control scheme is based on unfalsified control, which allows adapting in real time the control law by evaluating the performance specifications based only on measured input-output data. This approach is especially suitable to deal with nonlinearity, model uncertainty, and also possible faults that may occur in PEMFCs. The control strategy has been applied to several experimental practical situations in order to evaluate not only the system performance, but also different fault scenarios. The experimental results have shown the effectiveness of the proposed approach to regulate the oxygen stoichiometry in real-time operation, as well as to maintain a proper system performance under fault situations. Also, a start-up massflow controller is added in order to bring the system toward its normal operating conditions. Index Terms-Fault-tolerant control (FTC) tests, oxygen stoichiometry, proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs), unfalsified control (UC).
generate electrical energy from hydrogen and oxygen, with pure water and heat as byproducts, are regarded as one of the most promising technologies due to their potential efficiency, compactness, and reliability [1] . Important advances in the design of these devices as well as on their materials allow to consider FCs viable for electricity generation not only at small scale (automotive), but also as technologies embedded in complex arrays of polygeneration such as the so-called smart energy grids [2] . In particular, proton exchange membrane FCs (PEMFCs) are a type of FCs especially developed for both portable and stationary applications. Their distinguished features include lower pressure ranges, temperatures from 45 to 95
• C and a special polymer electrolyte membrane (conducting hydrogen protons) [3] .
Despite the notorious advantages of these devices and the widespread availability of hydrogen as a fuel, several technological challenges related to the PEMFC efficiency, lifetime, and economical costs are still open as major limitations for their standard implementation in everyday solutions. This fact, together with the recent advances in material sciences and component enhancements, makes advanced control techniques appear as complementary strategies in order to reduce costs, improve performance, and optimize efficiency, therefore increasing the lifetime of PEMFC-based systems. Hence, reliable control systems may ensure system stability and performance, as well as robustness against uncertainties and exogenous perturbations, all properties of capital importance for PEMFC success. Several research works have addressed the oxygen stoichiometry control to optimize the system conversion efficiency, avoiding performance deterioration together with eventual irreversible damages in the polymeric membranes due to oxygen starvation. These works present the way to achieve the aforementioned control objective by using different techniques: model predictive control (MPC) [4] , sliding-mode control [5] , full-state feedback with integral control [6] or LQR/LQG-based control [7] , linear parameter varying control [8] , and adaptive control [9] , among others.
One important aspect when controlling real systems is concerned with the occurrence of component faults and their influence in the overall system performance. In fact, faults and model/sensor/actuator uncertainty play similar roles, then the conceptual distinction among them represents the difference between active 1 and passive 2 fault-tolerant control (FTC) design approaches [10] . In the framework of FCs and assuming an active FTC architecture, several approaches for fault detection and isolation (FDI) have been proposed. Model-based FDI for PEMFC systems based on consistency relations for the detection and isolation of predefined faults has been proposed in [11] , while in [12] , a comparison of both model-based and datadriven fault detection methods for FCs is addressed. The work in [13] proposes a methodology to use the electrical model for FC system diagnosis, while in [14] , a fault diagnosis and accommodation system based on fuzzy logic has been developed as an effective complement for a closed-loop scheme. Regarding FTC, Xu et al. [15] present an experimental implementation of an active FTC system for an FC/battery hybrid power train applied to a city bus, while Feroldi [16] proposes an MPC scheme for adding fault tolerance capabilities to a two-actuator PEMFC system. Unfalsified control (UC) theory was born as an approach for data-driven control, where no prior hypothesis on the plant is used besides the measured data streams [17] . The control law is selected from a predefined set by the performance evaluation based solely on the information provided by the measured input-output (I/O) data. The controllers that do not achieve the desired performance specifications are discarded (falsified). Instead, one of the remaining (unfalsified) controllers is used, until it is falsified by the past measurements and replaced by a new UC and so on. This technique has been formally introduced by Safonov and Tsao [18] . UC is a real-time implementation method that may be combined with other model-based design techniques, hence it is not mutually exclusive [19] .
At this point, UC emerges as an especially suitable technique to tackle the complex characteristics inherent to FC systems. Nonlinear dynamics, inaccessible variables, and model uncertainties are natural addresses by UC. Being a data-driven approach, UC is also particularly suited for dealing with unknown disturbances and possible fault occurrences. The application of UC in other systems has been previously reported in the literature and ranges from chemical reactors [20] , flight control systems [21] , up to microaerial vehicles [22] , among others. In [23] , the implementation of an ellipsoidal UC (EUC) in a dual rotary fourth-order motion system is presented, showing the success of the experimentation by ensuring the convergence of the proposed algorithm. By a suitable selection of the controller set and the performance test, EUC is capable of an efficient implementation of UC ideas as a convex optimization problem easily implemented in real time. From the best of the author's knowledge, UC has never been implemented in the control/supervision of a complex system based on PEMFCs.
The main contribution of this paper is a robust oxygen stoichiometry control design based on UC and its implementation in a laboratory FC system. In particular, an EUC-based closedloop scheme [24] is designed and tested experimentally under several scenarios. The control objectives cover the traditional stoichiometry regulation, disturbance rejection represented by changes in the load profile of the PEMFC, and also the consideration of actual fault events in the components, which may induce performance loss and hazardous operation of the entire system. The proposed approach may be integrated into a multilevel supervisory control scheme, where other system variables might be simultaneously regulated toward the improvement of global objectives such as durability and efficiency of the overall PEMFC system [25] . Experimental results have shown the effectiveness of the proposed approach in fulfilling the control objective (stoichiometry regulation) in real-time system operation. The overall scheme proposed in this paper also includes a start-up mass-flow control strategy, which avoids an abrupt/nonsmooth behavior of the system variables when the EUC controller is started with initial conditions far away from the nominal system operation. The scheme proposed in this paper introduces fault tolerance capabilities as in [26] , but considering the proposed fault scenarios over the real experiment.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes the physical system and control objectives as well as the main parts of the experimental test bench. Section III introduces the EUC techniques as well as the necessary modifications in order to implement it in the real case presented here. Section IV collects and explains in detail the experimental results for different practical scenarios, and Section V presents the main conclusions.
II. SYSTEM PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The system is comprised by a central PEMFC stack and additional/complementary units. In Fig. 1 , the scheme of the considered system and the interaction between its different subsystems (FC stack, reactant supply system, and humidity management unit) is shown. A brief description of some components, variables, and processes is presented as follows. In the system, the control input u corresponds to the compressor voltage denoted V cp . The system output y corresponds in turn to the inlet stoichiometry of the PEMFC cathode, namely λ O 2 . Moreover, the system is affected by the external disturbance I st , which corresponds to the stack current flowing toward the load.
The main subsystems depicted in Fig. 1 are as follows: 1) a 12-V dc air compressor with an oil-free diaphragm vacuum pump, whose input voltage V cp is the control variable (as established beforehand); 2) hydrogen and oxygen cellkraft membrane exchange humidifiers and line heaters, which are used to maintain proper humidity and temperature conditions inside the cell stack 3 ; 3) a ZBT 8 fuell-cell stack with Nafion 115 membrane electrode assemblies with 50 cm 2 of active area and 150-W power. Moreover, different sensors are incorporated into the system such as an air-mass flowmeter (range 0-15 slpm) at the end of the compressor to measure its flow (W cp ), a current clamp (range 0-3 A) and a voltage meter (range 0-15 V) to measure the motor stator current (I cp ) and voltage (V cp ), respectively. Besides, temperature sensors are arranged in order to register the different operation conditions. The full description of this system, as well as a fully validated nonlinear dynamic model specially developed for control purposes are presented and deeply discussed in [3] . Given the complexity of the nonlinear model and the consequent difficulty for designing and implementing online controllers, data-driven control techniques rise as an attractive alternative for real-time operation of such systems, mainly when different experimental scenarios are considered.
In order to maximize the efficiency of the PEMFC system, the regulation of the oxygen mass inflow toward the stack cathode should be achieved. Additionally, oxygen starvation and irreversible membrane damage are averted. To accomplish such an oxidant flow is equivalent to maintaining the oxygen excess ratio of the cathode at a suitable value. The oxygen excess ratio or oxygen stoichiometry is defined as
where W O 2 , react is the oxygen flow consumed in the reaction and W O 2 , ca is the oxygen partial flow entering the cathode, which depends on the air flow released by the compressor W cp , i.e.,
Here, ω amb is the ambient air humidity ratio and χ O 2 is the molar fraction of oxygen in the air (χ O 2 = 0.21 can be obtained from [5] , T hum is the humidifier temperature, V hum is the humidifier volume, R a is the air gas constant, and K hum = P sat (T hum )RH hum − P sat (T amb )RH amb , with P sat (T hum ) being the vapur saturation pressure at T hum , RH hum the relative humidity of the gas at the humidifier output, P sat (T amb ) the vapur saturation pressure at ambient temperature, and RH hum the relative humidity of ambient air. Note that W O 2 , react is directly related to the stack current as follows:
with G O 2 is the molar mass of oxygen, n is the number of cells, and F is the Faraday's constant. As presented in the validated model [3] , the operating conditions of the system inputs are determined by V cp and I st . This paper is focused on the oxygen stoichiometry λ O 2 tracking under continuous changes in the load condition I st , such that
is as small as possible for both nominal and fault conditions. In (4), λ O 2 , ref corresponds to a given reference value, which comes from a supervisory controller that considers global objectives related to the efficiency and durability of the overall PEMFCbased system [25] .
III. UC OF PEMFCS
The UC concept proposed by [18] consists of a set of candidate controllers K and a switching algorithm that selects the most suitable controller in the set according to a performance criterion based only on experimental I/O data. The main appeal of UC is that there is no need of a plant model to decide if a controller satisfies the performance specifications.
The only a priori information needed about the system is a set of I/O measures Z(k) = {(u(l), y(l)), 0 ≤ l ≤ k}, with k being the discrete time. The performance specifications are stated as a cost-function V depending on the reference r, and on the input u and output y. As a consequence, the performance specifications define a subset
where η is a positive scalar bounding the performance specifications. In turn, a candidate controller K ∈ K also defines a subset
where K must be "causally-left-invertible," i.e., there exists K −1 that allows the computation of a fictitious reference r f from (u, y). This reference is the value that r would take if the controller K is inserted in the loop, and the I/O of the plant were (u, y). The fictitious reference can be computed from Z and K, without actually inserting the controller in the loop, as follows:
In this framework, the controller K is said to be unfalsified by the experimental information Z if
otherwise the controller is said to be falsified by the measured data. The problem is feasible if the set of candidate controllers includes at least one which stabilizes the system (see [19, p. 18] ). The selection of the most adequate controller, also denoted the falsification procedure, according to the a posteriori information (u, y) relies on the evaluation of a cost-detectable function. This property guarantees stability and convergence of the adaptive procedure.
The controller set may have a finite or infinite number of controllers. In the first case, all the controllers in the set are tested simultaneously. That could be computationally demanding if it contains a large number of controllers. In the second approach, the set is defined by a control structure that updates its parameters in real time. The selection of the most suitable controller relies on an optimization procedure that computes the best controller parameters. This option could be more computationally efficient but is limited to certain cost functions. Hence, the proper selection of these cost functions is done in such a way that the controller selection results in a convex optimization easy to solve online. The UC technique used here is based on this latter approach.
A. Ellipsoid Unfalsified Control
The cost function and the controller structure define the falsifier complexity. In particular, the EUC, by selecting an adequate cost function and a certain control structure, computes the most suitable controller by means of an efficient convex optimization procedure and with proven convergence properties [24] . Most precisely, the controllers are parameterized as
where Λ u and Λ y are stable linear filters,θ i (i = 1, . . . , 4) are parameters to be set online, and z is the unity delay. With this parameterization, the fictitious reference can be found as
where
The controller parameterization and the computation of the fictitious references are illustrated in Fig. 2 . Note the difference between the parameterθ of the current controller and the parameter θ under performance evaluation by the UC algorithm. The performance criterion is cast in the form of model reference tracking as where
, G m is a stable system that defines the desired behavior, and Δ(·) is a time-dependent bound. Then, the set of controller parameters that satisfy the performance specifications is given by
The set of controllers is given by (7) and the parameter set
where E(k) is an ellipsoid of center θ c (k) and size is defined by the positive-definite matrix Σ(k) [24] . With these definitions, the controller and specification sets are parameterized in θ and condition (6) results in
That is, the set of UCs is given by the parameters θ in the intersection of E(k) and U(k). Therefore, the falsification algorithm reduces to shrinking the ellipsoid volume (vol(E(k))) by changing the matrix Σ(k), to check the intersection of E(k) and U(k), and to select a newθ ∈ {E(k) U(k)}. The original EUC algorithm was intended for time-invariant systems and the volume of the ellipsoid was reduced as long as the a posteriori information increased, and thus, the controller parameters converged to the controller that satisfied the performance specifications. In other words, when the number of samples of (u, y) increases, the information is used to remove those controllers that do not satisfy the performance criterion. In case of time-varying or nonlinear systems, a controller falsified for certain operating conditions could satisfy the performance criterion in other operating points. Therefore, the EUC algorithm needs some modification in order to cover these cases. Here, the expansion of the ellipsoidal volume, when no controller is falsified, is proposed. More precisely, if the current controller parameter are not falsified after k th samples, the ellipsoid volume vol(E(k)) is expanded by changing the matrix Σ as follows:
where β > 1 and p increases by 1, each time the current controller remains unfalsified during more than k th samples. The expansion continues until the controller is falsified or the initial volume is reached.
B. EUC for PEMFC
To design an EUC control algorithm it is necessary to choose the filters Λ u and Λ y , which define the controller set and the transfer function G m to define the desired behavior. Although EUC does not require a priori information of the plant, it is always useful to have a rough idea about its dynamics and the structure needed to achieve the desired closed-loop behavior.
In the case of the PEMFC, the system behavior around an operating point can be roughly approximated by a second-order system of the form
By selecting
and the control law
and for the particular values θ 3 = 1 and θ 4 = 0, the controller results
With proper values of θ 1 and θ 2 , it is possible to obtain a closedloop transfer function of the form
Therefore, it is reasonable that the desired closed-loop behavior given by G m has the form of G cl in (17).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section describes the different scenarios considered for testing the effectiveness of the proposed control approach. For every scenario, the main results are discussed through the most relevant variables involved in each case. They include typical performance tests and the effect of faults in different parts of the PEMFC-based system. Before analyzing the experimental results, a brief description of the experimental test bench and the particular EUC settings are presented.
A. Workplace Setup
The control strategy was implemented in a complete data acquisition and control system. It is composed of two computers (each with four i5 core processors at 2.6-GHz clock frequency): the host and the real-time operating system. The former provides the software development environment and the graphical user interface. It is responsible for the startup, shutdown, configuration changes, and control settings during operation. The latter implements the control algorithms and the data acquisition via a field-programmable gate array in order to have highspeed data processing. Control, security, and monitoring tasks are conducted by a CompactRIO (reconfigurable I/O) system from National Instruments. In order to record the analog sensor signals, a 32-channel 16-bit analog input module from National Instruments is used (NI-9205). An eight-channel, digital I/O module generates the necessary transistor-transistor logic signals for different security and diagnostic tools. Fig. 3 shows the laboratory setup used in the experiments.
B. EUC Controller Setup
The EUC algorithm has been developed in MATLAB and then crosscompiled into a LabView environment by means of a DLL file obtained through the MATLAB real-time workshop toolbox.
The tracking error was bounded with the function These transfer functions were selected based on linear models identified at several operating points; therefore, the adopted control structure allows achieving the desired closed-loop behavior. The sampling time was 0.01 s. The initial value of the controller parameters was
The parameters for the expansion of the ellipsoid volume were set as β = 1.5 and k th = 100.
C. Complete Control Strategy
The UC is complemented with a bumpless and a flow control to help in the startup of the system. This complementary start-up controller acts as a safety strategy to avoid undesired consequences in the FC stack durability, regulating the air-mass inflow from the compressor. Thus, W cp is regulated toward a convenient value in such a way that λ O 2 reaches values close (1) and (2)]. Therefore, a smooth starting behavior of λ O 2 is achieved. The complete control scheme is sketched in Fig. 4 .
In this initial stage, the switches S w 1 = S w 2 = S w 3 are set at position A and the controller K flow (z) = 0.43 + 0.043 z − 1 tracks a predefined profile leading the system to a suitable flow condition before starting the stoichiometry control. This PI controller was designed experimentally based on the step response of the system under the initial operating conditions to ensure a settling time lower than 1 s.
The bumpless controller
ensures a smooth transition from flow to stoichiometry control. This PI controller was designed to ensure that K UC (θ 0 ) achieves a rapid tracking of the signal V cp produced by K flow .
Once a preset time is reached, the S w 1 = S w 2 = S w 3 are set at position B and the control switches to stoichiometry control. Initially, the EUC starts with a fixed initial control given by θ 0 . This can be a conservative controller that covers the complete operating envelope in a stable way, but with poor performance. Once the EUC is fully operative, the switching algorithm is responsible for finding a more suitable parameter θ to achieve a better performance in the actual operating conditions.
D. Experimental Scenarios
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed closedloop control scheme, the following realistic scenarios are considered for covering not only nominal (faultless) situations, but also the effect of real faults in the system. Note that these tests include a real set of safety measures and devices that avoid any hazardous behavior of the test bench (like over pressures, temperatures, or currents). The anode line is also monitored by a higher level supervisor, avoiding any irreversible damages in the cells due to high-differential pressure between anode and cathode.
1) Scenario 1 (Start-up Controller and Reference Tracking):
This scenario considers two parts; the system behaviour with a start-up flow controller and the reference tracking performance. First of all, in order to carry the system variables toward an initial operation regime, the overall control structure considers the initial regulation of the compressor flow W cp at a given value, close enough to nominal operating points when the stack is delivering electrical power. In this initial stage, the falsification algorithm is out of the loop and will only be activated after W cp reaches its reference value Here, the stack current I st remains constant at 5 A. This is a typical scenario where the oxygen stoichiometry of a PEMFC-based system is changed to obtain different net powers. Although the flow control is no longer connected, W cp follows the stoichiometry evolution due to their relation given by (1) and (2) . Once the EUC is activated, notice the suitable change of parameters θ i in Fig. 5(c) , which induces smooth changes in the control signal V cp [see Fig. 5(b) ] in order to adapt the controller to different operating conditions associated with the different values of λ O 2 , ref . This reference can be directly computed offline or through an extremum seeking algorithm like the one presented in [25] , where the goal is to optimize the overall system efficiency. The bottom plot shows the evolution of the ellipsoid volume vol(E(k)) (in logarithmic scale). It can be seen that after k th = 100 samples without any controller falsification, the algorithm expands the volume to be better prepared for new operating conditions.
2) Scenario 2 (Disturbance Rejection):
Considering that the desired value of λ O 2 , ref is already reached, it is also important to evaluate the performance of the EUC-based closed-loop system when changes in the load current I st take place. To reproduce this typical working case, λ O 2 , ref was set at 2, while different values of I st have been required from the PEMFC stack. Fig. 6 shows the main variables related to this test. Note that λ O 2 is rapidly reaching the new steady state desired value after each change of I st . Meanwhile, the parameters θ i are being adapted to this end [see Fig. 6 (c)], with changes in I st between 6 and 10 A and smooth changes of the control signal V cp . The lower plots shows the updates of the controller parameters and the changes in the ellipsoid volume vol(E(k)), when the operating conditions change as a consequence of changes in I st . It can be seen that parameters θ i change more than once for constant values of I st . This is mainly a consequence of the noise in the measures of V cp .
Besides, Fig. 7 shows the stoichiometry regulation under a demanding scenario, in which the current I st increases and decreases in step changes of 6 A. Even under demanding conditions, the proposed EUC control scheme is capable of rapidly returning the stoichiometry to the set-point value. To properly handle these abrupt step changes, faster devices such as supercapacitors and/or batteries should be connected in parallel with the PEMFC system.
3) Scenario 3 (Cathode Outflow Fault):
This scenario considers the effect of a couple of faults in the performance of the PEMFC-based system. Faults in this case are related to the cathode outflow in the following way 1) there is a flow blockage (FB) that causes the increase of the cathode inlet pressure P ca , and 2) there is a flow leak (FL) that is compensated by increasing V cp without affecting P ca . The goal is to check the behavior of the EUC-based closed loop when rejecting these changes in the cathode line, while both I st and λ O 2 remain constant at 5 A and 3, respectively, along the whole experiment. Fig. 8 shows the system variables related to this test. The magnitude of the FB fault can be quantified by either analyzing the behavior of P ca [see Fig. 8(b) ], or computing the compressor power by means of V cp and I cp , both plotted in the same figure. Since the FB fault appearing at t = 35 s progressively increases P ca , the EUC controller suitably adapts the parameters during that effect (see transitions of vol(E(k)) after 35 s). In the case of the FL fault, its magnitude can be quantified by observing V cp , since P ca is not affected due to the compensation performed by the manipulated input after t = 255 s. It should be noticed that the proposed control scheme is capable to properly reject the effect of the considered faults, and after a slight deviation, λ O 2 returns to its desired reference value. The controller also allows to recover the system even when the fault disappears and the nominal behavior is recovered.
As an additional evaluation of the proposed control scheme, Fig. 9 shows the disturbance rejection capability under a FB fault. The EUC controller reaches the proper recovery of λ O 2 , when several changes of I st were performed.
4) Scenario 4 (Compressor Fault):
Here, a different fault is considered, which is related to the capacity of the air supply from the compressor connected to the PEMFC cathode. The fault affects the compressor by changing the inertia and nominal friction of its motor shaft. Again, the goal is to check the behavior of the EUC-based closed loop when rejecting this fault, while both I st and λ O 2 remain constant at 6 A and 2, respectively. Fig. 10 shows the system variables during this test. The magnitude of the fault in this case is strongly related to I cp , but note that for this case, P ca remains constant [see Fig. 10(b) ]. The fault appears at time t = 50 s, disappears at t = 106 s, and appears again at t = 146 s. The EUC controller adapts the parameters θ i conveniently, while reducing the stoichiometry regulation error as much as possible.
The results presented in this paper mainly highlight the implicit fault tolerance capabilities given by the EUC scheme (due to its data-driven control nature) independently of knowing the particular way the faults affect the system. As stated in the Introduction, several authors have reported the design and implementation of FTC techniques for PEMFC systems, which explicitly use the system model [15] , [16] unlike the fault tolerance capabilities of the proposed model-free approach. On the other hand, reported adaptive schemes for PEMFCs address the manipulation of the air-mass flow for controlling λ O 2 [8] , [27] , and the online system identification and efficiency management by controlling λ O 2 , relative humidity, and stack temperature [9] . Although those approaches show experimental evidences of their proper operation under nominal conditions, they do not consider the effects of faults over the performance of the closed loop.
V. CONCLUSION
An FTC for PEMFC was proposed and experimentally tested in a laboratory test bench. The proposed control is based on EUC that allows adapting the controller parameters by evaluating the closed-loop performance solely from measures of the compressor voltage (control input) and the oxygen stoichiometry (controlled output). The EUC algorithm does not rely on a plant model, which makes it suitable for dealing with complex systems and also to tackle faults in the cathode outflow or in the compressor. Four experimental scenarios have shown that the proposed UC control is capable of effectively working in different operating conditions and most common faults in PEMFCs. A start-up mass-flow control strategy has also been introduced, which avoids abrupt changes in the system variables when the initial conditions are far away from the nominal values.
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